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Abstract. Case-based reasoning (CBR) is an Artificial Intelligence
(AI) approach with broad applicability to building intelligent systems
in health sciences domains. It represents knowledge in the form of
exemplary past experiences, or cases. It is especially well suited to health
sciences domains, where experience plays a major role in acquiring knowl-
edge and skill, and where case histories inform current practice. This
chapter provides a broad overview of CBR in the Health Sciences, in-
cluding its foundations and research directions. It begins with introduc-
tions to the CBR approach and to health sciences domains, and then
explains their synergistic combination. It continues with a discussion of
the relationship between CBR and statistical data analysis, and shows
how CBR supports evidence-based practice. Next, it presents an in-depth
analysis of current work in the field, classifying CBR in the Health Sci-
ences systems in terms of their domains, purposes, memory and case
management, reasoning, and system design. Finally, it places CBR with
respect to other AI approaches used in health sciences domains, showing
how CBR can complement these approaches in multimodal reasoning
systems.

1 Introduction

Case-based reasoning (CBR) is an Artificial Intelligence (AI) approach with
broad applicability to building intelligent systems in health sciences domains.
Biomedical domains have provided fertile ground for AI research from the earliest
days. Moreover, the healthcare domain is one of the leading industrial domains
in which computer science is applied today. The value of CBR stems from cap-
turing specific clinical experience and leveraging this contextual, instance-based,
knowledge for solving clinical problems. CBR systems have already proven use-
ful in clinical practice for decision support, explanation, and quality control [1].
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Over the past decade, seven Workshops on CBR in the Health Sciences have
been conducted at the International and European Conferences on Case-Based
Reasoning, and four special journal issues have been published on the topic
[2,3,4,5]. Today, CBR in the Health Sciences is a vibrant and rapidly growing
field of research and development.

This chapter presents an overview of the field, including its foundations, cur-
rent work, and research directions. The next section, Section 2, is an introduction
to CBR, including an overview of the Retrieve, Reuse, Revise, Retain reasoning
cycle [6], and a list of CBR resources. Section 3 describes health sciences domains
and their significance for computer science. In Section 4, the intersection of CBR
and the health sciences is discussed, including its rationale and historical roots.
Section 5 describes the impact of CBR in the Health Sciences and considers the
complementarity and synergies of CBR with statistics. In Section 6, research di-
rections are presented. Here, tasks, domains, and research themes are considered
in light of an extensive review and analysis of the CBR in the Health Sciences
literature. Section 7 considers the role of AI as a whole in the health sciences,
exploring CBR’s synergies with data mining and knowledge discovery, and dis-
cussing CBR’s role in multimodal reasoning architectures. Section 8 presents a
summary and conclusion.

Resources. Several comprehensive overview articles have been published on
CBR in the Health Sciences [1,7,8,9,10]. There have also been special journal
issues devoted to this topic in Applied Intelligence [2], Artificial Intelligence
in Medicine [3], and Computational Intelligence [4,5]. A series of seven Work-
shops on CBR in the Health Sciences was held between 2003 and 2009 at the
International and European Conferences on CBR. Many of the workshop pro-
ceedings are available online at http://www.cbr-biomed.org/jspw/workshops/.
CBR-BIOMED, http://www.cbr-biomed.org/, is a web site dedicated to CBR
in biology and medicine.

2 Foundations of Case-Based Reasoning

CBR uses past experiences, or cases, to help in solving new problems or under-
standing unfamiliar situations. It is based on the premise that human knowl-
edge and expertise is experiential in nature. Clearly, people are better able to
accomplish tasks with which they have familiarity, whether in everyday life or
in professional settings. For example, in driving to the home of a friend for the
first time, you may need to consult a map, ask for directions, use a global po-
sitioning system, or otherwise attend to the route, to ensure that you arrive at
the right place at the right time. If you are told that your friend lives a few
blocks from some familiar landmark, like a favorite restaurant, the task becomes
easier, because you already know most of the route. You do not expend much
mental effort at all when driving a well-traveled route, such as between your
home and office. Similarly, we expect professionals with greater relevant expe-
rience to perform complex tasks better than novices. For example, if a traveler
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contracts tick-borne encephalitis in the Vienna woods, an Austrian physician
will more readily be able to recognize and treat the disease than the traveler’s
own physician in a tick-free part of the world.

CBR systems derive their power from capturing and recalling past experi-
ences in much the same way as people do. Knowledge is stored in the form of
individual cases, each of which represents some past problem or experience. For
example, a case might contain a map from point A to point B, or the description
of a patient’s signs and symptoms with the treatment prescribed and the clinical
outcome. The precise contents of a case depends upon the task that the system is
meant to perform. To be useful for automated reasoning, a case must contain in-
formation pertinent to the task at hand. Often, this is the same information that
a person would need to perform the task manually. If, for example, a physician
was deciding whether or not to prescribe a neuroleptic drug for a patient with
Alzheimer’s disease, important factors would include medical history, physical
state, emotional state, observed behaviors, cognitive status, caregiver support,
and safety concerns. Some of this data might be available in the patient’s chart
or electronic health record, and some might be acquired during the office visit
at which the decision is made. Each case in a CBR system built to support this
decision making process would contain the specific details of these factors for an
individual patient, along with a record of whether or not a neuroleptic drug was
actually prescribed.

The knowledge base, then, is a collection of cases, known as a case library or
case base. The case base is organized to facilitate retrieval of the most similar, or
most useful, experiences when a new problem arises. When the system is given
a new problem to solve, it searches its case base for applicable past cases. The
solutions stored in past cases provide a starting point for solving the problem
at hand. The reasoning process employed may be envisioned as a CBR cycle, as
first described in the classic CBR overview by Aamodt and Plaza [6], and shown
in Figure 1. Next, let us consider a simple example to illustrate the workings of
this CBR cycle.

Suppose that a real estate agent needs to determine a fair selling price for
a house. If the price is set too high, the house will not sell, but if the price is
set too low, the agent will lose money. The agent, whether human or software,
can use recent selling prices of similar past homes to assist with this task. Each
past sale would constitute a case. A case would contain the selling price, plus
a description of the house sold, including its address, school district, year of
construction, living area, lot size, number of bedrooms, number of bathrooms,
type of garage, and other amenities.

Reasoning begins when a new house comes on the market. The agent can
ascertain its descriptive properties, but has not yet determined a selling price.
The new house becomes a new case at the beginning of the CBR cycle. The
new house is compared to the cases in the case base during the Retrieve phase.
The most similar past case is retrieved, becoming the retrieved case shown in
Figure 1. This retrieved case contains a selling price that can be considered for
the new house. However, before finalizing the price, the agent would examine
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Fig. 1. The CBR cycle, from [6]

any differences between the old and new houses to see if price adjustments are
in order. If the new house has one more bathroom than the old house, the price
could be adjusted upwards. If the new house is in a less desirable school district,
or has a smaller garage, the price could be adjusted downwards. Professional
real estate agents have knowledge of the value added or subtracted by various
features, and their adjustment mechanisms can be encoded for use in the Reuse
phase of the CBR cycle. Once the price is adjusted accordingly, the agent has
a solution, or a fair selling price for the house. Of course, if the house does not
sell for this price, further adjustment may be needed during the Revise phase.
Once the house is sold, the new case can be stored in the case base, along with
its actual selling price, during the Retain phase. This last phase enables the
system to grow and to learn by acquiring additional experiences that may be
retrieved and reused in the future.

Resources. The definitive textbook for CBR remains Kolodner’s Case-Based
Reasoning [11]. An older book, Inside Case-Based Reasoning [12] gives insight
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into the very beginnings of the field. Good shorter overviews include Aamodt
and Plaza’s paper [6], which introduced the CBR cycle discussed above, and
a tutorial introduction by Kolodner and Leake [13], which appears as a chap-
ter in [14]. In 2005, the CBR research community collaboratively published a
special issue of the Knowledge Engineering Review on CBR commentaries [15].
This issue catalogs important issues, trends, and techniques in CBR research
and development, providing extensive bibliographic references to relevant work
through that date. For the most up-to-date information on CBR as of this
writing, consult the CBR Wiki maintained by the CBR research community
at http://cbrwiki.fdi.ucm.es/wiki/. The latest advances in CBR research and
development are presented each year at the International Conference on CBR,
http://www.iccbr.org/.

3 Health Sciences Domains

The health sciences include medicine, nursing, and all other aspects of health-
care and health research, including human biology, genetics, proteomics, and
phylogenetics. In terms of computer science, forecasts for the development of
the profession confirm a general trend toward becoming increasingly influenced
by application areas. Key influential application areas are health informatics
and bioinformatics. For example, the National Workforce Center for Emerging
Technologies (NWCET) lists healthcare informatics and global and public health
informatics among such applications, as shown in Figure 2.

The predominant role played by health sciences sectors is confirmed by statis-
tics from the U.S. Department of Labor. Predicted to have some of the highest
increases in wage, salary and employment growth between 2006 and 2016 are
healthcare practitioner offices (close second overall rank), private hospitals (sixth
overall rank), residential care facilities (ninth overall), and home healthcare ser-
vices (twelfth overall). By comparison, amusement, gambling, and recreational
services rank only thirteenth [17].

The strength of health related industries is in response to a need for in-
creased access to healthcare. This social need also fosters research funding and

  

Fig. 2. Influential application areas for computer science identified by the NWCET,
from [16]
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Fig. 3. Data supporting the importance of interdisciplinary applications, from the 2008
Journal Citation Reports in the ISI Web of Knowledge [18]

endeavors. It is notable that the Science Citation Index of the Institute for Scien-
tific Information (ISI) Web of Knowledge lists among computer science categories
a specialty called “Computer science, Interdisciplinary applications” [18]. More-
over, this area of computer science ranks highest in the discipline in terms of the
number of articles published, and second highest in the number of total citations.
These statistics, shown in Figure 3, support the other data pointing toward the
importance of applications in computer science. Health sciences applications in
particular, which are based on complex interdisciplinary work, represent a major
specialization area in computer science.

4 CBR in Health Sciences Domains: Rationale and Roots

CBR has proven to be especially useful for problem solving and decision support
applications in health sciences domains. Motivations for applying CBR to these
domains have been present from the beginning, with the goal of improving public
health. This application area has provided a rich experimental environment for
evaluating and enhancing the CBR paradigm and for expanding CBR system
development beyond the laboratory setting. There are many reasons why CBR
is a good fit for health sciences applications, including:

– Case histories are established educational tools for health care professionals
– Health care professionals publish accounts of the treatments of individual

patients in the medical literature
– Reasoning from examples comes naturally to health care professionals
– A complex biological system like the human body is hard to completely

formalize, but there are many examples, or cases, of diseases, treatments
and outcomes

– Many diseases are not well-enough understood for there to be cures or uni-
versally applicable specific treatments

– Cases can complement general treatment guidelines to support personalized
medical care for individuals

– Extensive data stores are available, such as those in electronic health records,
which may be mined for case examples

In this section, we describe early work in CBR in the Health Sciences. Current
trends and research directions are discussed in the following sections. The earliest
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efforts in the field focused on modeling medical expertise, especially for diagnosis,
treatment planning, and follow-up care. This was in line with the early AI goals
of representing and utelizing the knowledge of human experts.

The first proof of concept that CBR could be used for health sciences appli-
cations is attributed to Janet Kolodner, who wrote the CBR textbook [11], and
Robert Kolodner, a psychiatrist [19]. The two met by chance at a conference,
where discovering that they shared the same last name, they began discussing
their interests in computing and psychiatry. In [19], they proposed SHRINK, a
case-based system to aid with psychiatric diagnosis and treatment. They aimed
to establish a framework for clinical decision support systems that could also as-
sist in the teaching of clinical reasoning. They presented actual psychiatric cases
to demonstrate how these could be used to reason and to build expertise. While
SHRINK was never fully implemented, many of its ideas were later implemented
in MNAOMIA [20], a CBR system for diagnosing and treating psychiatric eating
disorders.

MNAOMIA implemented the Retrieve, Reuse, Revise, Retain cycle shown in
Figure 1, but added extensions to deal with challenges from the psychiatric do-
main. These extensions enabled the system to: reason from both episodal, or
case, knowledge, and theoretical, or documentary, knowledge; assist with clin-
ical tasks including diagnosis, treatment planning, follow-up care, and clinical
research; use cases acquired by the system to inform clinical research; and reason
over time to support patient follow-up. A psychiatrist involved in the MNAO-
MIA project shared his vision of how a computer system could best support
his clinical practice. He wanted an electronic repository for his patient records,
storing details of medical history, environment, symptoms, diseases, treatments,
tests, and procedures. He wanted online access to patient records of the other
psychiatrists in his practice, as well. He envisioned being able to consult the
system when he encountered a new patient or a new disease episode. The sys-
tem would retrieve and display the most similar old patients or disease episodes,
note similarities and differences to the current case, describe past successful
treatments, and recommend diagnoses and treatments for the current situation.
Completely realizing this vision of clinical decision support is still an important
goal for CBR in the Health Sciences.

Many of the first CBR systems in health sciences domains were built for
medical diagnosis. Two of the earliest and best-known diagnostic systems were
PROTOS [21,22] and CASEY [23]. PROTOS diagnosed audiological, or hear-
ing, disorders. Its case base contained approximately 200 cases for actual patients
who had been diagnosed by an expert audiologist. A patient’s disorder could be
described by up to 58 distinct features, although, on average, values were known
for only 11 features per patient. A patient’s diagnosis was a categorical label,
telling which of 15 pre-specified audiological disorders the patient had. Diagnos-
ing a new patient, then, meant classifying the new patient into one of the 15
categories. PROTOS used reminding links to determine the most likely classifi-
cation for a patient. If it found a past patient within that category that closely
matched the new patient, it would extend the past patient’s diagnostic label to
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the new patient. Otherwise, it would use difference links to suggest an alternate
classification to try. Classification is a task for which other AI approaches, includ-
ing neural networks and decision trees, are often used. Such techniques, however,
work best when there are more exemplar cases, fewer descriptive features per
case, and less missing data per case than PROTOS had to deal with. The case-
based approach was effective given the nature of the data in the audiological
disorders domain.

CASEY [23] diagnosed heart failure patients by comparing them to earlier
cardiac patients with known diagnoses. The features of a case were the measures
and states of the patient. Measures were quantitative clinical data, like heart rate,
while states represented qualitative features, like high or low arterial pressure, or
the presence or absence of a particular disease. A solution, or diagnosis, was the
cause of the patient’s heart failure. It was represented as a graph, showing the
causality among the measures and states of the patient. In comparing past and
present cases, CASEY determined how the cases differed, and how significant
the differences were. For example, a new case might be missing a feature that
was present in the old case; however, if some other feature could cause the same
states as the missing feature, the cases could still match. A past diagnosis was
adapted to fit a new case by modifying the graph with the new patient’s data
and causal relations.

CASEY was able to build upon and integrate an earlier model-based system,
which diagnosed heart failures based on a physiological model of the heart. When
it could not find a close enough match in its case base, CASEY would invoke the
earlier system to produce a diagnosis. CASEY was originally cited for producing
comparable diagnoses to the model-based system with an order of magnitude
speed-up. It has since been recognized for its early integration of two different
reasoning modalities. Today, applications of CBR in the Health Sciences are fre-
quently integrated, not only with other AI approaches, but with other computer
systems, such as health information management systems, and with laboratory
and medical equipment.

Diagnosis and classification are tasks that have since been the focus of CBR
systems in many different domains. The other types of tasks most commonly
performed by CBR systems in the health sciences are therapy planning and
education. An early therapy planning system was ICONS [24,25]. ICONS rec-
ommended antibiotic therapy for patients with bacterial infections in a hospital
intensive care unit (ICU). Had it been possible to accurately and quickly diag-
nose the cause of an infection, selecting a treatment plan would have been a
much easier task. However, it took two days for laboratory analysis to defini-
tively identify the responsible bacterial pathogen, and delaying therapy for so
long would endanger the patient.

Physicians would resort to calculated antibiotic therapy, in order to quickly
prescribe the treatment most likely to combat the infection while taking into
account any contraindications or side-effects. ICONS was built to provide deci-
sion support for physicians performing this task. Its case base contained experi-
ences with ICU patients who received calculated antibiotic therapy. When a new
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infection would arise, ICONS would input information about the way in which
the infection was acquired, the organ system affected, contraindications, and
general patient data needed for dosage calculation. It would retrieve a similar
actual or prototypical case from its case base, which would contain a solution
set of potential antibiotics to prescribe. The solution set would be adapted, or
refined, based on the needs of the current patient.

CBR has long been used for educational purposes [26]. Since CBR is predi-
cated on the idea that knowledge is acquired through experience, it promotes the
approach of teaching by providing meaningful experiences, or cases. Some CBR
systems built for other purposes provide auxiliary educational benefit, as users
learn from their interactions with the system or benefit from the examples stored
in the case base. The nutritionist who served as domain expert for CAMP [27],
which planned daily menus to meet individual nutrition requirements, believed
that the case base was one of CAMP’s most valuable contributions. The case
base was a large repository of nutritionally sound daily menus, an educational
resource for nutrition students that had been previously unavailable.

An early CBR-inspired system to educate the public about health was the
Sickle Cell Counselor [28]. This system was built as an interactive video exhibit
to teach museum visitors about sickle cell disease and the genetic inheritance of
the sickle cell trait. Users were given simulated experiences as genetic counselors
for virtual couples at risk of having children with sickle cell disease. Users could
carry out simulated blood tests, calculate the probabilities of a baby being born
with the disease, consult with videotaped experts, and counsel the couple as to
the advisability of having children. A virtual year later, the couple told whether
or not they had (a) taken the advice, (b) found the advice helpful, and (c) borne a
child with sickle cell disease. Tests showed that system users learned more about
sickle cell disease and genetic inheritance than control subjects given written
instructional materials covering the same topics.

Since SHRINK was first proposed, many systems have been built for diagnosis,
classification, treatment planning, education, and other tasks in a wide variety
of health sciences domains. Some additional influential systems built before the
turn of the century are noted here:

– MEDIC diagnosed pulmonary disease [29]
– BOLERO supported the diagnosis of pneumonia [30]
– FLORENCE assisted with nursing diagnosis, prognosis and prescription [31]
– ALEXIA planned assessment tests to determine a patient’s hypertension

etiology [32]
– T-IDDM supported insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus patient management

[33]
– CARE-PARTNER supported long-term follow-up care of stem-cell trans-

plantation patients [34]
– The Auguste project advised physicians about prescribing neuroleptic drugs

for Alzheimer’s patients [35]
– ROENTGEN helped to design radiation therapy plans for oncology pa-

tients [36]
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– MacRad helped to interpret radiological images, supporting both diagnosis
and education through its case base of reference images [37]

– CTS segmented CT-scans of the brain to assist in determining the degree of
degenerative brain disease [38]

– SCINA interpreted myocardial perfusion scintigrams to detect coronary
artery disease [39]

– ImageCreek interpreted abdominal CT images [40]
– PhylSyst mined phylogenetic classifications [41]
– CADI was a tutoring system designed to instruct medical students and res-

idents in cardiac auscultation [42]

5 Impact of CBR in the Health Sciences

CBR in the Health Sciences is a particularly active area of research today. As
health sciences sectors expand, advanced decision-support systems play an in-
creasingly important role in the evolution of medicine towards a more stan-
dardized and computerized science. CBR decision-support systems base their
recommendations on the most similar or most reusable experiences previously
encountered. CBR is thus a methodology of choice for descriptive experimental
sciences such as the natural and life sciences, especially biology and medicine.

5.1 Impact on CBR

CBR has found in biomedicine one if its most fruitful application areas, but also
one of its most complex. The main reason for its achievements and for the inter-
est of the biomedical community is that case-based reasoning capitalizes on the
reuse of existing cases, or experiences. These abound in biology and medicine,
where knowledge stems from the study of natural phenomena, patient problem
situations, or other living beings and their sets of problems. In particular, the
important variability in the natural and life sciences fosters the development of
case-based approaches in areas where complete, causal models are not available
to fully explain naturally occurring phenomena. Biomedicine is a domain where
expertise beyond the novice level comes from learning by solving real and/or
practice cases, which is precisely what case-based reasoning accomplishes. Pro-
totypical models often describe biomedical knowledge better than other types of
models, which also argues in favor of CBR [9].

One of the complexities of biomedicine is the high-dimensionality of cases,
as found in bioinformatics [43,44,45] and also in long-term follow-up care [34].
Multimedia case representation and the development of suitable CBR methods
for handling these represent another complexity, as in medical image interpreta-
tion [40,46,47,48], sensor data interpretation [49], and time series case features
[50]. Other factors include: the co-occurrence of multiple diseases; overlapping
diagnostic categories; the need to abstract features from time series representing
temporal history [50], sensor signals [49], or other continuous input data; and
the use of data mining techniques in addition to case-based reasoning [47,51].
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Additional complexities arise in the medical domain when dealing with safety
critical constraints, assisting the elderly and disabled [52], and providing useful
explanations [53].

Recently, a major trend seems to be the broadening of CBR applications
beyond the traditional diagnosis, treatment, or quality control types toward the
applicability of CBR to novel reasoning tasks. An interesting example studies
how cases can represent instances of non-compliance with clinical guidelines,
eventually leading to expert refinement of these guidelines [54]. Another paper
demonstrates the usefulness of CBR in configuring parameters for hemodialysis
[50]. These papers open new fields of application for CBR, which will foster the
spread of CBR in biomedical domains.

CBR in the Health Sciences papers address all aspects of the CBR methodol-
ogy and attempt to advance basic research in CBR. For example, some research
addresses retrieval questions [55], while others address adaptation [56,57]. Bichin-
daritz [55] shows how memory organization for CBR can bridge the gap between
CBR and information retrieval systems. This article surveys the different mem-
ory organizations implemented in CBR systems, and the different approaches
used by these systems to tackle the problem of efficient reasoning with large case
bases. The author then proposes a memory organization to support case-based
retrieval similar to the memory organization of information retrieval systems
and particularly Internet search engines. This memory organization is based on
an inverted index mapping case features with the cases in memory.

D’Aquin et al. provide principles and examples of adaptation knowledge acqui-
sition in the context of their KASIMIR system for breast cancer decision support
[56]. These authors have identified some key adaptation patterns, such as adap-
tation of an inapplicable decision, and adaptation based on the consequences
of a decision. In addition, KASIMIR has also acquired retrieval knowledge to
take into account missing data and the threshold effect. The paper broadens
the discussion by proposing a sketch of a methodology for adaptation knowl-
edge acquisition from experts. Several authors have focused on the importance
of prototype-based knowledge representation for CBR in the Health Sciences
[51,58], which encourages further research in this direction.

The impact on CBR is also seen in multimodal reasoning and synergism with
other AI approaches and methodologies. The complementarity of CBR with AI
as a whole is examined in depth in Section 7.

5.2 Impact on the Health Sciences

Several CBR in the Health Sciences systems have been tested successfully in
clinical settings. However, it is a misperception that only clinical applications
are pertinent to biomedical domains. Biomedical research support also lies within
the purview of AI and CBR in the Health Sciences. For example, bioinformatics
systems often aim to analyze data, as do data mining systems, which is more of
value to biomedical researchers. Clinical CBR systems may remain in the realm
of pilot testing or clinical trial rather than daily clinical use. However, the shift
from CBR driven systems to application domain driven systems is currently
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occurring. Several systems under development aim at being placed in routine
clinical use. One of the most interesting impacts of CBR on the health sciences
lies in the position CBR must find with respect to statistics, which is routinely
used for data analysis and processing in experimental sciences. This is a major
trend in CBR in the Health Sciences research, as described next.

5.3 CBR versus Statistics in the Health Sciences

In health sciences domains, statistics is considered to be the scientific method
of choice for data analysis. Therefore, CBR in the Health Sciences systems re-
searchers have studied how to position CBR in these domains in relation to
statistics. Biometry is “the application of statistical methods to the solution of
biological problems” [59]. Statistics itself has several meanings. A classical defini-
tion of statistics is “the scientific study of data describing natural variation” [59].
Statistics is generally used to study populations or groups of individuals: it deals
with collections of data, not with single data points. Thus, the measurement of
a single animal or the response from a single biochemical test will generally not
be of interest; unless a sample of animals is measured or several such tests are
performed, statistics ordinarily can play no role [59]. Another main feature of
statistics is that the data are generally numeric or quantifiable in some way.
Statistics also refers to any computed or estimated statistical quantities such as
the mean, mode, or standard deviation [59].

The origin of statistics can be traced back to the seventeenth century, and
derives from two sources. One is related to political science and was created to
quantitatively describe the various affairs of a government or state. This is the
origin of the term “statistics.” In order to deal with taxes and insurance data,
problems of censuses, longevity, and mortality were studied in a quantitative
manner [59]. The second source is probability theory, which was also developed
in the seventeenth century, spurred by the popular interest in games of chance
among upper society (Pascal, de Fermat, Bernouilli, de Moivre) [59]. The sci-
ence of astronomy also fostered the development of statistics as a mathematical
tool to build a coherent theory from individual observations (Laplace, Gauss).
Applications of statistics to the life sciences emerged in the nineteenth century,
when the concept of the “average man” was developed (Quetelet) along with the
concepts of statistical distribution and variation [59]. Statistics researchers focus
on summarizing data: “All these facts have been processed by that remarkable
computer, the human brain, which furnishes an abstract” [59]. Statistics in-
volves reducing and synthesizing data into figures representing trends or central
tendencies.

There are actually two approaches in statistics, experimental and descriptive.
The experimental approach, at the basis of any theory formation in experimental
sciences, and in particular the life sciences, refers to a method aimed at identify-
ing relations of cause to effect. A statistical experiment needs to follow a precise
and controlled plan with the goal of observing the effect of the variation of one or
more variables on the phenomenon under study, while eliminating any potential
hidden effects. The statistician is responsible for the design of the experiment
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from the onset, to ensure that the data collected will be able to support or refute
the stated research hypothesis given the laws of probability. Researchers gather
data in very strict contexts such as randomized clinical trials in medicine. The
subsequent statistical data analysis of collected data represents only a small part
of the statistician’s work. The descriptive approach deals with summarizing or
representing a set of data in a meaningful way through primarily quantitative
features, although qualitative variables are also considered. Statistical data anal-
ysis stems from the descriptive approach, but deals only with the data analysis
part. This aspect of statistics, and in particular inferential statistics, is related
to data mining, which builds data models to produce inferences from data. Here,
data analysis has freed itself from the constraints of probability theory to analyze
data a posteriori.

5.4 The Role of CBR in the Health Sciences

CBR brings to the life sciences a method for processing and reusing data without
generalizing them, which statistics clearly considers outside of its scope. CBR,
like statistics, promotes “the scientific study of data describing natural varia-
tion.” CBR deals with natural variation in a novel manner, through analogical
inference and similarity reasoning. Current computer capacity has made it fea-
sible to study individual cases, because large numbers of cases can be efficiently
processed without having to be summarized. Therefore, CBR can be seen as an
advance in the scientific study of data made possible by progress in computer
science. This study of how CBR can complement statistics has been a main focus
of CBR in the Health Sciences research. This is also one of the most salient con-
tributions CBR in the Health Sciences can make to CBR in general. Advances
in this area will be useful in any application of CBR to experimental sciences.

Many of the tasks performed by CBR in the Health Sciences systems compete
with corresponding statistical methods, particularly those of inferential statis-
tics. For example, Schmidt et al. present a CBR system for the prediction of in-
fluenza waves for influenza surveillance [60]. The authors compare their method
with classical prediction methods, which are statistical, and argue that CBR is
more appropriate in this domain due to the irregular cyclicality of the spread of
influenza. The rationale behind this is that statistical methods rely on laws of
probability theory which are not always met in practice. In these circumstances,
methods like CBR can be advantageous because they do not rely on these laws.
Another interesting example demonstrates how CBR can be used to explain
exceptions to statistical analysis [61] and particularly data summaries [62].

Some of the most interesting research in this area focuses on the role of CBR
as an evidence gathering mechanism for medicine [34]. CBR can detect and
represent how cases can illustrate contextual applications of guidelines, and spark
the generation of new research hypotheses, such as how repeated exceptions to
clinical guidelines can lead to modifications of the clinical guidelines [34,54].

More generally, one of the main motivations for the development of case-based
reasoning systems in biomedicine is that cases, as traces of the clinical experience
of the experts, play a unique and irreplaceable role for representing knowledge in
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Fig. 4. The knowledge spectrum in biomedical informatics [63]

these domains [62]. Recent studies have worked at better formalizing this specific
role. These studies explain that the gold standard for evaluating the quality of
biomedical knowledge relies on the concept of evidence. Pantazi et al. propose
an extension of the definition of biomedical evidence to include knowledge in in-
dividual cases, suggesting that the mere collection of individual case facts should
be regarded as evidence gathering [62]. To support their proposal, they argue
that the traditional, highly abstracted, hypothesis centric type of evidence that
removes factual evidence present in individual cases, implies a strong ontological
commitment to methodological and theoretical approaches, which is the source
of the never-ending need for current and best evidence, while, at the same time,
offering little provision for the reuse of knowledge disposed of as obsolete [62].
By contrast, the incremental factual evidence about individuals creates, once
appropriately collected, a growing body of context-dependent evidence that can
be reinterpreted and reused as many times as possible. See Figure 4, from [63]
for a graphical representation of this knowledge spectrum.

Currently, the concept of evidence most often refers to an abstract proposition
derived from multiple cases obtained in the context of a randomized controlled
trial [62]. Hypothesis forming is the cornerstone of this kind of biomedical re-
search. Hypotheses that pass an appropriately selected statistical test become
evidence. However, the process of hypothesis forming also implies a commitment
to certain purposes (e.g., research, teaching, etc.), and inherently postulates on-
tological and conceptual reductions, orderings and relationships. These result
from the particular conceptualizations of a researcher who is influenced by expe-
rience, native language, background, etc. [62] This reduction process will always
be prone to errors as long as uncertainties are present in our reality. In addition,
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even though a hypothesis may be successfully verified statistically, its applica-
bility may be hindered by our inability to fully construe its complete meaning.
This meaning is defined by the complete context in which the hypothesis was
formed, which includes the data sources as well as the context of the researcher
who formed the hypothesis [62].

These considerations led Pantazi et al. to propose extending the definition of
the concept of evidence in biomedicine to align it with an intuitively appealing
direction of research: CBR [62]. From this perspective, the concept of evidence
evolves to a more complete, albeit more complex, construct which emerges nat-
urally from the attempt to understand, explain and manage unique, individual
cases. This new view of the concept of evidence is surprisingly congruent with
the currently accepted idea of evidence in forensic science [62]. Here, evidence
includes the recognition of any spatio-temporal form (i.e., pattern, regularity) in
the context of a case (e.g., a hair, a fiber, a piece of clothing, a sign of struggle,
...) which may be relevant to the solution of that case. This new view, where a
body of evidence is incremental in nature and accumulates dynamically in the
form of facts about individual cases, is in striking contrast with traditional defi-
nitions of biomedical evidence. Using case data as evidence reduces sensitivity to
the issues of recency (i.e., current evidence) and validity (i.e., best evidence) [62].

The evidence gathering mechanism enabled by CBR can lead to the design
of new research hypotheses, and engender statistical experiments aimed at inte-
grating new knowledge with theory, traditionally accomplished through the sta-
tistical approach. Therefore, CBR’s evidence gathering role complements that
of the statistical approach. As a matter of fact, CBR, by enabling the scientific
study of individual and contextual data elements, fills a gap in the purpose of
statistics, which is the scientific study of data.

6 Research Directions

To ascertain research directions, the first author conducted an extensive review
and analysis of the literature in the field of CBR in the Health Sciences. Included
were 117 papers from all International and European Conferences on Case-Based
Reasoning until 2008, the first six Workshops on CBR in the Health Sciences,
the two DARPA CBR workshops of 1989 and 1991, and the survey papers on
CBR in the Health Sciences. A tiered classification scheme was developed, and
the overall architecture is shown in Figure 5. Five distinct categories (domain,
purpose, memory and case management, reasoning, and system design) are de-
fined. In addition, a research theme is selected to characterize the main research
hypothesis and findings of the paper. This work was first presented at the Sev-
enth Workshop on CBR in the Health Sciences, which was held in 2009. This
section includes excerpts from the workshop paper [64].

6.1 Classification System

Domain. The range of domains in the health sciences fields is vast and, as
a result, it was chosen as the first level of classification. However, rather than
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Fig. 5. The CBR in the Health Sciences tiered classification scheme

creating a new set of descriptors, it is proposed to use the MeSH descriptors,
of which there are over 24,000 that cover just about every aspect of the health
sciences. Along with the domain, another primary means of discriminating the
relevance of an article is its publication date. Since the date plays no real role in
classifying an article, the date has no field of its own, but instead is combined
with the Domain.

Purpose. The purposes, or tasks, of CBR systems have been thoroughly dis-
cussed in many articles summarizing CBR in the Health Sciences. One of the
first papers to survey the field in 2001, by Schmidt et al., used the purpose as the
primary means to subdivide the different systems [7]. In their paper, Schmidt
et al. specified four main purposes: diagnosis, classification, planning, and tu-
toring. Later, both Holt et al. [1] and Nilsson and Sollenborn [8] used the same
four descriptors. In the early years, the majority of systems were diagnostic in
nature, but in recent years more therapeutic and treatment systems have been
developed [9].

Table 1 presents examples of purpose classifications. Planning has been re-
placed here by treatment since most of the time planning refers to treatment
planning. However, planning tasks may involve not only treatment but also other
aspects such as diagnosis assessment, which often consists of a series of exams
and labs orchestrated in a plan. Planning is a classical major task performed
by AI systems. Therefore, planning can be added to the treatment choice in the
purpose dimension.
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Table 1. Sample purpose classifications

 
Code Purpose Code Purpose 
10 Medical Purpose 20.2  Evaluation 
10.1      Decision Support 20.2.1   System Level Testing 

10.1.1     Diagnosis 20.2.2   Pilot Testing 

10.1.2     Treatment/therapy 20.2.3   Clinical Trial 

10.1.3     Prognosis 20.2.4   Routine Clinical Use 

10.1.4     Follow-up 20.3  Concept 

10.1.5     Classification 20.4  Method 

10.2      Tutoring 20.5  Survey 
10.3      Epidemiology 30 Bioinformatics Purpose 
10.4      Research support 30.1  Proteomics 
10.5      Image interpretation 30.2  Phylogenetics 
20 Research Purpose 30.3  Genomics 
20.1  Formalization 40 Research Theme 

CBR systems generally support either medical clinical work, research, or bioin-
formatics. Therefore we have added these as top level purpose categories. In the
clinic, decision support systems support mostly diagnosis, treatment, prognosis,
follow-up, and/or classification, such as in image interpretation. Well known di-
agnostic systems include CARE-PARTNER [34]. Well known classification sys-
tems include PROTOS [22] and IMAGECREEK [40]. Well known treatment
planning systems include T-IDDM [65] and Auguste [35]. Several systems provide
multi-expertise, such as CARE-PARTNER [34], ensuring diagnosis and treat-
ment planning. Well known tutoring systems include ICONS [66].

More recent articles require differentiation between the purpose of the system
developed, which is generally a clinical purpose, and the purpose of the research
paper, which can be, among others, a survey paper or a classification paper.
Some papers focus on formalization such as KASIMIR [67]. Among these, the
evaluation of a system can be performed more or less thoroughly. This is an
important dimension to note about a research paper: whether the system was
tested only at the system level, which is the most frequent, at the pilot test-
ing level, at the clinical trial level, or finally whether the system is in routine
clinical use.

Finally, a paper is generally identified by a research theme by its authors.
By indexing a set of 117 papers currently in our database, we have identified
major research themes, such as CBR and electronic medical records (EMR),
knowledge morphing, CBR and clinical guidelines, or application of a generic
CBR framework.

Memory and Case Management. This is a very broad category and could
easily be subdivided. It encompasses both how the cases are represented and also
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Table 2. Sample memory and case management classifications

 
Code Memory Organization Case Representation Flag 
10 Flat T Time Series 
20 Hierarchical A Text 
20.1 Decision Tree M Microarray 
20.2 Concept Lattice V Attribute/Values 
20.3 Conceptual Clustering Tree N Plans 
30 Network Memory Structures Flag 
40 Inverted Index G Ground Cases 
Case Representation Flag P Prototypes 
I Images L Clusters 
S Signals O Concepts 

how they are organized in memory for retrieval purposes and more (see Table
2). As a result, it is made up of more than one code. The first part of the code
represents the format of the cases. The primary types are images, signals, mass
spectrometry, microarray, time series data and regular attribute/value pairs,
which are used by the majority of the systems. There are also flags that represent
what kinds of memory structures the CBR system uses, such as ground cases (G),
prototypical cases (P), clusters (L), or concepts (O). Lastly, when it comes to
memory management, there are potentially an infinite number of possibilities,
some of which may never have been used before. The main types, however,
represent how the memory is organized, whether it is flat or hierarchical, what
kind of hierarchical structure, such as decision tree, concept lattice, conceptual
clustering tree, or others.

Reasoning. This category regroups the inferential aspects of the CBR. Clas-
sically, retrieve, reuse, revise, and retain have been described. Nevertheless, re-
searchers have often added many more aspects to the inferences, such that it is
best to keep this category open to important variations (see Table 3). Each of
these parts of the reasoning cycle can be hierarchically refined so that a tree is
formed here also.

System Design. The construction of the CBR system specifies what technolo-
gies it uses. This area of classification may not seem intuitive at first, but upon
the examination of CBR systems it can be seen that many use a combination of
technologies, not just case-based reasoning. The most common technology used
in conjunction with CBR is rule-based reasoning; however some systems com-
bine CBR with information retrieval, data mining, or other artificial intelligence
methods. See Table 4 for an example of different possible construction classifica-
tions. If the construction of the system does use additional technologies, a flag
should be appended to the end of the code to denote whether the case-based
reasoning is executed separately. Also, an additional flag is used to designate
CBR’s role in the system, whether primary, secondary, or equivalent.
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Table 3. Sample reasoning classifications

Code Reasoning 
10 Retrieve 
10.1 Index 
10.2 Similarity measure 
20 Reuse 
20.1 Adaptation 
20.2 Interpretation 
30 Revise 
40 Retain 
40.1 Maintenance 

6.2 Research Evolution and Themes

Trend tracking comprises domains, purposes, memory, reasoning, and system
design. First some figures are provided.

Statistics. The 117 selected papers were written by 132 different authors from
all over the world. However, a grouping of papers by author clearly identifies
a group of researchers contributing particularly actively to CBR in the Health
Sciences research (see Figure 6). The average number of papers per author is
2.19, and the range 1 to 21.

Table 4. Sample design classifications

 
Code Construction Code Construction 
10 Pure CBR 60 Information Retrieval Combina-

tion 
20 Rule Based Combi-

nation 
70 Explanation Combination 

30 Model Based Com-
bination 

CBR Role Flag  

40 Data Mining Combi-
nation 

P Primary Technology 

40.1 Conceptual Cluster-
ing 

S Secondary Technology 

40.2 Neural Networks E Equivalent Role Technology 
40.3 Nearest Neighbor CBR Additional 

Technology Flag 
 

40.4 Decision Tree T CBR is Separate 
40.5 Bayesian Networks F CBR is Combined 
50 Planning Combina-

tion 
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Fig. 6. The number of CBR Health Sciences papers by author

Fig. 7. CBR Health Sciences evolution of the number of papers per year

The number of papers by year has seen a rapid increase after 2003 – corre-
sponding to the first Workshop on CBR in the Health Sciences (see Figure 6).

Domains. The 117 papers cover 41 domains all together. Although the do-
mains of application all belong to the Health Sciences, some domains are more
represented than the other ones. The most represented domain is medicine with
26 papers as a whole, which corresponds to either survey papers, or general
frameworks and concepts applicable to any health sciences domains. Close sec-
ond comes oncology (24 papers), then further come stress medicine (13 papers),
transplantation (8 papers), diabetology (7 papers), fungi detection (6 papers),
breast cancer (6 papers), nephrology (6 papers), genomics (5 papers), and infec-
tious diseases (4 papers). All the other domains count less than 4 papers. Figure
8 shows the distribution of these domains. It is interesting to note in particular
that cancer, being a very prominent disease, is studied by several CBR in the
Health Sciences teams in the world.

Purpose. Among the 24 purposes listed for these papers, 30 papers propose
treatments / therapies, 23 papers refer globally to decision support, 21 papers
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Fig. 8. CBR Health Sciences domains

describe diagnoses, 18 papers describe classification tasks, and 11 papers are
survey papers. Image interpretation also accounts for 9 papers, and research
support for 6 papers.

Memory. Memory structures and organization refers to 17 different concepts.
The most represented is prototypes (24 papers), closely followed by time series
(20 papers). Further come images (12 papers), text (6 papers), microarray data
(5 papers), clusters (3 papers), generalized cases (3), inverted indexes (2 papers),
networks (2 papers), and genomic sequences (2 papers). The other listed memory
structures are graphs, multimedia data, plans, structured cases, and visio-spatial
cases.

Reasoning. Surprisingly, for a methodology like CBR where research is very
active in all reasoning cycle phases, in CBR in the Health Sciences the vast
majority of systems refer to retrieval only (61 papers). Maintenance is also well
represented (11 papers), and adaptation (8 papers). Further are represented:
indexing (3 papers), retain (3 papers), similarity measures (2 papers), and revi-
sion (2 papers). However many systems also perform additional reasoning steps,
even though the papers studied did not detail these steps, focusing on retrieval
aspects instead.

System design. The main characteristics of developed systems include tem-
poral abstraction (22 papers), knowledge-based systems combination (18 pa-
pers), prototype and generalized case mining (10 papers), temporal reasoning
(7 papers), fuzzy logic (6 papers), information retrieval combination (6 pa-
pers), knowledge acquisition combination (5 papers), and in 3 papers: clinical
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guidelines integration, feature selection, distributed cases, neural networks com-
bination, and planning combination. Thirty-eight different types of system design
were identified, most of them dealing with some data mining / knowledge discov-
ery combination, and as seen above temporal abstraction / temporal reasoning.
However two categories are specific to medical domains: clinical guidelines inte-
gration, and electronic medical records integration.

Research themes. So far, the research themes are coded in free text format.
More work remains to be done to categorize this part of each paper. One pos-
sibility to simplify the problem is to select one particular research focus among
the dimensions of the paper: domain, purpose, memory, reasoning, and system
design. With this simplification, the research themes are in majority oriented
toward design (61 papers), purpose (38 papers), including 11 survey papers, and
reasoning (14 papers). It is not surprising that no paper actually focuses ex-
clusively on the application domain – this kind of publication would be better
suited for a medical journal in a medical specialty. However it is surprising that
so many papers focus on design aspects most of the time dealing with some
combination with another methodology of AI (data mining, knowledge discov-
ery, temporal reasoning and abstraction, knowledge based systems) or beyond,
such as information retrieval and databases. Only 14 papers focus on some rea-
soning step – in practice only adaptation and retrieval – using methods intrinsic
to CBR. The group of papers focusing on the paper purpose regroup such large
subgroups as decision-support capability, classification, image understanding,
survey papers, papers exploring different roles of CBR, and research support.
The memory dimension is almost always connected with either some design as-
pect such as prototype learning, some reasoning aspect such as using prototypes
to guide retrieval, or some purpose aspect, such as decision support. Indeed the
memory needs to prove useful to the system in some way, since these papers are
applied.

7 CBR versus AI in the Health Sciences

This section explores the research theme of synergies between CBR and other AI
approaches. First is a look at the impact of the health sciences on AI and of AI on
the health sciences. This is followed by a discussion of synergies with data mining
and knowledge discovery and a look at multimodal reasoning architectures.

7.1 AI in the Health Sciences

History. Since the early days of AI, the health sciences have been a favorite area
of application. The earliest systems were decision-support systems such as IN-
TERNIST in 1970 [68] and MYCIN in 1976 [69]. INTERNIST was a rule-based
expert system for the diagnosis of complex diseases. It was later commercial-
ized as Quick Medical Reference (QMR) to support internists with diagnosis.
MYCIN was also a rule-based expert system, for the diagnosis and treatment of
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blood infections. Created by Ted Shortliffe, this knowledge-based system mapped
symptoms to diseases. It was clinically evaluated for effectiveness, and it led to
the development of the expert system shell EMYCIN. New generations of AI
systems in medicine expanded the range of AI methodologies in biomedical in-
formatics. Newer applications include: implementing clinical practice guidelines
in expert systems [70]; data mining to establish trends and associations among
symptoms, genetic information, and diagnoses; medical image interpretation;
and many more.

Impact on AI. Early researchers stressed the value of building systems for
testing AI methodologies. These systems provided valuable feedback to AI re-
searchers regarding the validity of their approaches. As reported by Shortliffe
and Buchanan, “Artificial intelligence, or AI, is largely an experimental science
– at least as much progress has been made by building and analyzing programs
as by examining theoretical questions. MYCIN is one of several well-known pro-
grams that embody some intelligence and provide data on the extent to which
intelligent behavior can be programmed. ... We believe that the whole field of
AI will benefit from such attempts to take a detailed retrospective look at ex-
periments, for in this way the scientific foundations of the field will gradually
be defined” [71]. When evaluating the advances of AI systems in medicine, sev-
eral levels of evaluation can be proposed, which can be roughly differentiated
as computer system, user satisfaction, process variables, and domain outcomes
levels:

1. The computer system level is how effectively the program performs its task.
Measures include diagnosis accuracy for a decision-support system providing
diagnostic recommendations, or precision and recall in an intelligent retrieval
system for medical information. Measures can be integrated in the system
programming.

2. The user satisfaction level involves assessing the user satisfaction with the
system – the user can be either the physician or the patient, whether the
patient uses the system or not. A questionnaire can be administered to the
patients or physicians.

3. The process variables level works by measuring some variable connected in
the clinical process, such as confidence in decision, pattern of care, adherence
to protocol, cost of care, and adverse effects [72].

4. The domain outcomes level aims to measure clinical outcomes of the sys-
tem. This requires conducting a randomized clinical trial to measure im-
provements in patient health or quality of life. For example, measures may
involve the number of complications, or the cost of care, or even the survival
duration.

Impact on the Health Sciences. Notably, critics of AI expressed concerns
that the field had not been able to demonstrate actual clinical outcomes. AI
researchers mostly showed satisfaction with computer system level evaluation
results, some user satisfaction level results and a few process variables results.
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One major step was to include AI systems in clinical practice. AI systems in
use today are numerous. One of the first was NéoGanesh, developed to regulate
the automatic ventilation system in the Intensive Care Unit (ICU), in use since
1995 [73]. Another example is Dxplain, a general expert system for the medical
field, associating 4,500 clinical findings, including laboratory test results, with
more than 2,000 diseases [74]. Some of these systems are available for routine
purchase in medical supplies catalogues.

Several studies have shown the effectiveness of systems in clinical practice
in terms of improving quality of care, safety, and efficiency [72]. One example
is the study of a 1998 computer-based clinical reminder system that showed
a particular clinical act – discussing advance directives with a patient – was
performed significantly better with the clinical reminders than without them
[75]. More generally, prescription decision-support systems (PDSS) and clinical
reminder systems, often based on clinical guidelines implementation, have con-
sistently shown clinical benefit in several studies [75]. However, clinical outcomes
are rarely measured, while process variables and user satisfaction are more fre-
quently measured. Obviously, computer system intrinsic measures are always
reported.

The success of AI in the health sciences is explained by the shift of focus
from centering the system success on the computational performance to the
application domain performance. Indeed, successful systems provide a practical
solution to a specific healthcare or health research problem. The systems with
the largest impact, such as the clinical reminders, do not have to represent a
challenging AI difficulty, but they do have to fit the clinical domain in which
they are embedded. They are application domain driven rather than AI driven.

7.2 Synergies with Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery

These synergies may arise in different ways. They may involve using data mining
as a separate pre-process for CBR, for example, to mine features from time series
data [49]. Data mining may also be used for prototype mining [51], or during
the CBR reasoning cycle, for example, to retrieve cases with temporal features
[50], or for memory organization [47].

In the decoupled synergy between knowledge discovery, data mining, and CBR,
Funk and Xiong present a case-based decision-support system for diagnosing
stress related disorders [49]. This system deals with signal measurements such
as breathing and heart rate expressed as physiological time series. The main com-
ponents of the system are a signal-classifier and a pattern identifier. HR3Modul,
the signal-classifier, uses a feature mining technique called wavelet extraction to
learn features from the continuous signals. Being a case-based reasoning system,
HR3Modul classifies the signals based on retrieving similar patterns to deter-
mine whether a patient may be suffering from a stress related disorder as well
as the nature of the disorder. Advancing this research, Funk and Xiong argue
that medical CBR systems incorporating time series data and patterns of events
are fertile ground for knowledge discovery [49]. While CBR systems have tradi-
tionally learned from newly acquired individual cases, case bases as a whole are
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infrequently mined to discover more general knowledge. Such knowledge mining
would not only improve the performance of CBR systems, but could turn case
bases into valuable assets for clinical research.

The integrated synergy between knowledge discovery, data mining, and CBR
is exemplified by Jänichen and Perner [47] who present a memory organization
for efficient retrieval of images based on incremental conceptual clustering for
case-based object recognition. These authors explain that case-based image in-
terpretation in a biological domain, such as fungi spore detection, requires storing
a series of cases corresponding to different variants of the object to be recognized
in the case base. The conceptual clustering approach provides an answer to the
question of how to group similar object shapes together and how to speed up the
search through memory. Their system learns a hierarchy of prototypical cases
representing structural shapes and measures the degree of generalization of each
prototype [47].

Bichindaritz [51] explores automatically learning prototypical cases from the
biomedical literature. The topic of case mining is an important recent trend
in CBR, enabling CBR to capitalize on clinical databases, electronic patient
records, and biomedical literature databases. This author explores how mined
prototypical cases can guide the case-based reasoning of case-based decision-
support systems and the different roles prototypical cases can play, particularly
in aligning systems with recent biomedical findings [51].

7.3 Multimodal Reasoning Architectures

CBR is frequently used in conjunction with other AI approaches in order to cap-
italize on complementary strengths and synergies [76,77]. The first multimodal
reasoning system in the health sciences was CASEY [23], which diagnosed heart
failures, as described in Section 4. It integrated CBR with model-based reason-
ing, which it used when it did not have a sufficiently similar case in its case
base to reach a satisfactory diagnosis. Rule-based reasoning (RBR) is the AI
technique most commonly integrated with CBR. One example is the Auguste
project, which combines CBR and RBR to recommend neuroleptic drugs for
Alzheimer’s patients with behavioral problems [35]. Here, CBR is used to de-
termine whether or not a patient would benefit from a neuroleptic drug, and if
so, RBR is used to determine the best choice of available neuroleptic drugs for
the individual. Another example is the 4 Diabetes Support System [78], which
helps to achieve and maintain good blood glucose control in patients with type
1 diabetes on insulin pump therapy. This system uses RBR to detect glucose
control problems requiring changes in therapy and CBR to suggest the appro-
priate therapeutic changes. Researchers on the 4 Diabetes Support System have
recently integrated a naive Bayes classifier to detect excessive glucose variability
and are currently exploring the integration of other machine learning techniques
for problem detection in continuous blood glucose data.

Several other AI methodologies and techniques have also been combined with
CBR to advantage. Dı́az et al. demonstrate the applicability of CBR to the
classification of DNA microarray data and show that CBR can be applied
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successfully to domains struck by the “curse of dimensionality” [45]. This
“curse,” a well-known issue in bioinformatics, refers to the availability of a rela-
tively small number of cases, each having thousands of features. In their Gene-
CBR system, for cancer diagnosis, a case has 22,283 features, corresponding to
genes. The authors have designed a hybrid architecture for Gene-CBR, which
combines fuzzy case representation, a neural network to cluster the cases for ge-
netically similar patients, and a set of if-then rules extracted from the case base
to explain the classification results [45]. In other work, Montani explains how
CBR can be used to configure the parameters upon which other AI methodolo-
gies rely [79]. McSherry presents a novel hypothetico-deductive CBR approach
to minimize the number of tests required to confirm a diagnostic hypothesis [80].
Still other work capitalizes on the complementarity among knowledge bases, on-
tologies, and CBR [81].

8 Summary and Conclusion

Biomedical domains have long been a focus of AI research and development.
CBR is an AI approach that is especially apropos, due to its leverage of ex-
periential knowledge in the form of cases. Health sciences professionals reason
naturally from cases, which they use, among other things, to inform practice,
develop clinical guidelines, and educate future professionals. CBR is also highly
synergistic with other AI approaches, which may be combined with CBR in mul-
timodal reasoning systems. CBR in the Health Sciences systems have been built
to support diagnosis, classification, treatment planning, and education, in areas
as diverse as oncology, diabetology, psychiatry, and stress medicine. They sup-
port biomedical research and bioinformatics, as well as clinical practice. CBR in
the Health Sciences researchers continue to branch out into new reasoning tasks
and additional biomedical domains.

CBR and the health sciences impact each other in mutually beneficial and
synergistic ways. The health sciences provide a rich and complex experimental
field for evaluating CBR methodologies and extending the CBR approach. A
complementarity with statistics allows CBR to support evidence gathering for
biomedical research and evidence-based medical practice. As computer science
becomes more application driven, and as the health sector continues to expand,
this interdisciplinary field is expected to grow. CBR in the Health Sciences is
poised today to push the state of the art in AI while contributing clinically useful
systems that promote health and wellbeing.
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